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ABSTRACT

The roles and responsibilities of Human Resources departments are transforming as the modern business faces pressures of globalization. The global supply of talent is short of its long-term demand, and the gap is a challenge for employers everywhere. The shortage between the demand and supply of talent is likely to continue to increase, notably for high skilled workers and for the next generation of business executives. Now organizations need to place greater emphasis on attracting human capital rather than financial capital. Global staffing and management of a workforce diverse in culture and language skills and dispersed in different nations are the key goals of global human resources. Only those multinational enterprises willing to adapt their human resource development practices to the changing global labor market conditions will be able to attract and retain high performing employees. Companies with the ability to foresee their business needs and their workforce needs – especially for high skills – will gain the decisive competitive advantage.

INTRODUCTION

The term ‘human resource’ refers to the knowledge, skills, creative abilities, talents, aptitudes, values and beliefs of an organization’s work force. The more important aspects of human resources are aptitudes, values, attitudes and beliefs. But in a given situation, if these vital aspects remain the same, the other aspects of human resources like knowledge, skills, creative abilities, and talents play an important role in deciding the efficiency and effectiveness of an organization’s work force. However, enhancement of utilisation and the value of human resources depend on improvement of the aspects like skills, knowledge, creative abilities and talents and moulding of other aspects like values, beliefs, aptitudes and attitudes in accordance with the changing requirements of groups, organization in the globalised scenario.

The effective performance of an organization depends not just on the available resource, but its quality and competence as required by the organization from time to time. The difference between two nations largely depends on the level of quality of human resources. Similarly, the difference in the level of performance of two organizations also depends on utilization value of human resources. Moreover, the efficiency of production process and various areas of management depends to a greater extent on the level of human resource develop assumes significance in view of the fast changing environments and the need for the organization to adopt itself in order to respond to the environmental change.

The changing environmental factors include:

- Unprecedented increase in competition within and outside the country consequent upon the announcement and implementation of economic liberalisation and
- Changing trends towards human resource management and complexities involved in it.

Trends towards market economy are more prevalent in most of the countries including the erstwhile communist countries. These towards marketing economy result in severe competition not only among
the industries in the globe but also industries within the nation. This competition allows only the industries strong in all respects to continue in the market and the other industries are forced to withdraw from the market.

The attainment of objects of human resource management significantly depends upon the development of human resources. Human resource development is a process by which employees are continuously helped in a planned way to acquire all-round capabilities and organizational health. Thus, HRD helps in improving human relations, developing congenial organizational climate in moulding organizational culture and in maximizing employee’s contributions in attaining the organizational goals economically and effectively.

In view of the vitality of human resources, the term ‘Human Resource Development’ has assumed significance. For instance, companies like Reliance industries, Godrej and BPL believe that, the increasing level of productivity is a direct fall out of increased hours spent on training and development of employees. For example, the software major Infosys Company put an astronomical amount of Rs 509 crores in 1997-98 to the people it employed. In 1998 Motorola India picked up a small, Delhi based company called Usha Termic that makes microchips. One of the preconditions of Motorola before the buyout was that 20 key employees in the Microchip Company would remain there, post-acquisition. Motorola figured that, without the expertise of these 20 people, its acquisition was futile. These companies realised that the willingness of the top management to spend a lot of time hiring and nurturing the best available talent and they have been suitably awarded by the capital market for their efforts. In fact, the union government has also instituted a separate Ministry for the Human Resource Development. Many organizations have either started Human resource Development department or have appointed Human Resource Development managers or at least have strengthened their personnel departments to look after the human resource development functions.

In spite of human resource development boom, there seems to be a lot of misguided thinking about human resource development in several organizations. One such misconception is treating human resource development which is equivalent to training and development. In fact, the main objectives of HRD are, to maximize the utilization of human resources for the achievement of individual and organizational goals, to provide an opportunity and comprehensive framework for the development of human resources in an organization, to locate, ensure, recognize and develop the constructive mind and an overall personality of the employees, to develop the sense of team spirit and inter team collaborations to develop the organizational health, culture and effectiveness, to develop dynamic human relations and to generate systematic human resource information.

The contribution of human resources for the organizational effectiveness is more significant. Further it is said that human resource development plays significant role in enhancing human resource contribution for congenial customer relations, maximizing profitability in organization etc.

This vitality of human resources to a nation and to an industry depends upon the level of its development. Organizations to be dynamic growth – oriented and fast changing should develop their human resources. It is needless to say that the organization possessing competent human resources grew faster and can be dynamic. Though positive personal policies and programmes motivate the employees by their commitment and loyalty but these efforts cannot keep the organization dynamic and fast changing. Organizations to be dynamic should possess dynamic human resources. Human resources to be dynamic, acquire capabilities continuously adopt the values and beliefs and aptitudes in accordance with the changing requirements of the organizations. Similarly, when employees use their initiative, take risks, experiment, innovative and make things happen, the component human resources can be dynamic in an enabling culture. Thus the organization can develop, change and excel, only if it possess developed human resources. Thus in the globalised scenario HRD plays significant role in making the human resources vital, useful and purposeful.
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